Karr Ordered to Show Feb. 14 Senate Minutes

By John Eggerthimer

Two Student Senators and a school official claim that the Student Government Office have charged Karr with of altering the content of Senate minutes.

Jerry Finney, who arrived by phone for comment Tuesday, said that he is supporting Senator Jerry Paluch and secretary Rhonda Storrs. Karr was not at the Student Government office at the time of the adjournment. Karr spoke to a group of Senators after the adjournment. Karr's office has charged that Coffin should have been allowed to appear before a formal Senate meeting.

High Rise Dorms

Given New Names

A new high rise student residence complex named after the founder of Carbondale will be dedicated in public ceremonies June 8, Commencement Day at SIU.

The Brush Towers residence area, a $12 million revenue-bond project, includes two 17-story dormitory buildings and a dining-social center. The individuals towers, one for 616 women and the other for the same number of male students, have been named Mae Tovrilion Smith Tower and William B. Schneider Tower, after two deceased members of the SIU English department faculty. The complex building named John E. Grinnell Hall, former SIU vice president for academic affairs.
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A new high rise student residence complex named after the founder of Carbondale will be dedicated in public ceremonies June 8, Commencement Day at SIU.

The Brush Towers residence area, a $12 million revenue-bond project, includes two 17-story dormitory buildings and a dining-social center. The individuals towers, one for 616 women and the other for the same number of male students, have been named Mae Tovrilion Smith Tower and William B. Schneider Tower, after two deceased members of the SIU English department faculty. The complex building named John E. Grinnell Hall, former SIU vice president for academic affairs.

Several Senators were critical of Karr for adjourning a previous meeting before the Rev. William Sloane Coffin arrived to speak. Coffin, chaplain at Yale and University administration, said that he had been invited to speak to a group of Senators after the adjournment. Karr's office has charged that Coffin should have been allowed to appear before a formal Senate meeting.

(Continued on Page 8)

No Students Quit School, Gerler Says

William Gerler, director of the Counseling and Testing Office, said that no black students withdrew from the University during the past two days.

Gerler said that 17 Negro students were given withdrawal slips from his office Monday and an additional five slips were given out Tuesday. Willbur Mouton, dean of students, said that his office has not received any letters from black students requesting to withdraw from the University.

A petition is currently circulating demanding the resignation of both President Dively W. Morris and Thomas L. Elliott, chief of the SIU Security Police and the entire police force.

The petition states that the University administration acted irresponsibly in handling the demonstration May 8. It also charged that the campus police force is "not qualified to properly function as a law enforcement agency.

Applicants Needed

Scholarships Still Available

Students wishing to receive Illinois State Grants are being given a second opportunity to submit applications, as the Illinois State Grant Program has extended its deadline for applications to July 1.

Prior to the re-opening, the Illinois State Scholarship Commission has extended its deadline for the program. The commission has extended the deadline for applications to July 1, 1968, and show financial need as determined by the Commission.

The grants apply to tuition and mandatory fees at SIU and other approved colleges and universities in Illinois. They are given only to full-time undergraduate students and are renewable annually with the proper application. Applications may be obtained at the Student Work and Financial Office in Building B at Washington Square, through high school counselors, or by writing to the Illinois State Scholarship Commission.

In the event that the number of qualified applicants exceeds the available funds, applications will be considered by the Commission on the basis of parents' contribution. Those, whose most in need of the grant will be given first priority.
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Weather permitting, open air studying seems to be in style as some SIU students prepare early for exam week June 3-8. Dana Moller, (left) Tom Lima, and Jan Weinrech make use of the balcony on the fourth floor of the library while Roger Taylor (below) relaxes on the grass for his studying. (Photos by Nathan Jones.)
SIU President Will Address Master Masons
A busy weekend is in store for SIU President Delcy W. Morris.
Friday he will attend in- augural ceremonies for Dr. Rhodeta A. Smith of the Illinois University, DeKalb. Saturday he will attend dedication and service at the St. Louis Gateway Arch. Sunday morning he will give the featured address at the Grand Masters Breakfast, for Masons Masons, at Augustine's, in Belleville. Morris is a 53rd degree Mason.

Keep Illinois Beautiful
Carbondale Plans ‘Clean-Up Day’ To Celebrate Beautification Month

The city of Carbondale will hold a “City Clean-Up Day” Saturday to celebrate the governor’s proclamation of May as “Keep Illinois Beautiful Month.” The cleanup day will be held in cooperation with the Carbondale Council of Garden Clubs.

City Manager William Norman said that city trucks and drivers will be provided for every area of the city to collect all materials placed at the curbs along the streets by residents. SIU students will assist in loading miscellaneous items on trucks.

Citizens are urged to clean up yards, basements, attics and garages and take advantage of this opportunity to improve the appearance of property.

Arrangements have been made to provide free towing service to remove inoperable motor vehicles which have become an increasing problem in the city, according to Norman.

Norman pointed out that elderly or handicapped persons can make arrangements with the city to have items removed from their homes. Ar rangements must be made prior to clean-up day by telephoning city hall at 549-5502.

The city’s cost for labor and equipment for this one-day drive will be in excess of $500, not including volunteers, according to Norman. Norman urges that every resident help make the clean-up campaign a success.

Carbondale-St. Louis Bus Service Takes Bulk of Train Passengers

Bus service began picking up its share of the passenger travel between Carbondale and St. Louis Monday after the discontinuance of four trains by the Illinois Central Railroad. Only two trains continue to run between the two cities following an order last week by the Interstate Commerce Commission approving the severance as an economy move.

The two remaining trains are the 6:30 p.m. from St. Louis to Carbondale and the 5 a.m. run from Carbondale to St. Louis.

Gulf Transport Co. will operate buses from Union Station in St. Louis on the same schedule as the discontinued trains.

Buses in Carbondale will make stops at the railroad depot and at the bus depot on North Illinois Avenue.

Department times for buses from Carbondale and their destinations are: 7:10 a.m. and 12:03 p.m. (Union Railroad Station); 4:15 p.m. (St. Louis bus terminal); 7 p.m. (Union) and 10:15 p.m. (bus terminal).

Buses for Carbondale will leave Union Station via the bus terminal at 9:45 a.m. and 11:25 p.m.

Buses will leave the bus terminal at 9:40 a.m. and 12:35 p.m.

Steering Group Applications Ready For Homecoming

Applications for membership on Homecoming steering committee are available at the distribution center in the University Center. Don Kapral, student body vice-president-elect for activities, says the deadline for filling these applications is Friday.

Kapral said the purpose of the steering committee is to organize and direct activities associated with Homecoming.

Kapral hopes Homecoming will be expanded to the size of the Spring Festival. Should this happen, he said, greater student participation and an increased number of subcommittees would be needed.

Fair Housing Complaint Filed Against Imperial West Dorm

Roger C. Fortune, a junior from East St. Louis, Ill., filed the first formal complaint under Carbondale’s 1967 fair housing ordinance against the owners and manager of Imperial West Dormitory, 404 S. Graham St.

In his complaint, Fortune says that he and another student, Richard Wallace, both enrolled in May 1 for a room in the Fall and summer quarters.

Fortune, a Negro, says that he was told there was no space. Later, he was told that rooms were available.

A copy of Fortune’s complaint has been sent to all persons involved and a hearing has been set by the fair housing board for June 3 to attempt a conciliatory agreement.

The complaint formallycharges Carl Alexander, manager of Imperial West, and Jerome A. Robinson and Associates, Inc. of Springfield, identified as the owner of the dormitory, with discriminatory housing policies.

Jerry Lacey, chairman of the fair housing board, said Alexander had quit as the dormitory manager since the incident.

Wiyatt Elected President Of Kappa Omicron Phi

Martha Wiyatt of Newton has been elected president of Kappa Omicron Phi, national honorary home economics fraternity for 1968-69.

Other officers for 1968-69 are Linda Rowland of Mulkeytown, first vice president; Bernice Freund of Red Bud, second vice president; Rozelle Dhalla of Tanzania, Africa, secretary; Karen Johnson of McLeanboro, treasurer; Le- cy Meir of Breese, guard; Donna Smith of Metropolis, keeper of archives; Ruth Knott of Cypress, Distaff reporter; De- nise Turner of Carbondale, project chairman; and Joy Jackson of Galatia, tea chairman.

Wiyatt is a sophomore and member of the University of Southern Illinois, Carbondale, home economics club and the International Honor Society of Home Economics.

In Carbondale, first vice president; Bernice Freund of Red Bud, second vice president; Rozelle Dhalla of Tanzania, Africa, secretary; Karen Johnson of McLeanboro, treasurer; Lacey Meir of Breese, guard; Donna Smith of Metropolis, keeper of archives; Ruth Knott of Cypress, Distaff reporter; Denise Turner of Carbondale, project chairman; and Joy Jackson of Galatia, tea chairman.

Expert Eyewear
A THOROUGH EYE EXAMINATION WILL BRING YOU
1. Correct Prescription
2. Correct Fitting
3. Correct Appearance

Service available for most eyewear while you wait

Sun Glasses Contact Lenses

Reasonable Prices

CONRAD OPTICAL

411 S. Illinois-Dr. Lee II, Jolene-Optometrist 607-9919
16th and Monroe, Herrin-Dr. Conrad, Optometrist 942-5500
Campus Activities

Student Senate Meeting, Concert Scheduled for Today

The Student Senate will meet at 7:30 p.m. in Ballroom A of the University Center. The Department of Music will feature the Southern Illinois Symphony in a Concerto Concert at 8 p.m. in Shryock Auditorium.

Hospital Administrators will meet from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. in Ballroom A of the University Center. A luncheon will be served at noon in Ballroom C of the University Center.

Reading Center Lecture will feature speaker H. Alvin Robinson discussing "The Leadership Role in the Instructional Program in Reading," at 9:30 a.m. in Purr Auditorium of University School.

A College of Education luncheon will be served at noon in the Ohio Room of the University Center. Journeymen graduate students will hold a luncheon at noon in the Illinois and Sangamon Rooms of the University Center.

The Faculty Fraternal Advisors have scheduled a luncheon at noon in the Lake Room of the University Center.

Phi Beta Kappa will hold a dinner at 6:30 p.m. in Ballroom B of the University Center.

The Activities Programming Board will present a Jazz Concert from 8 to 11 p.m. on the University Center Patio.

The Activities Programming Board Executive Council will meet at 9 p.m. in the Kaskaskia and Missouri Rooms of the University Center.

Pulliam Hall Gym will be open for recreation from 4 to 10 p.m. Weight lifting will be open to male students from 2 to 10 p.m. in Room 17 of Pulliam Hall.

The Rehabilitation Institute will feature speaker Sidney Bijou of the University of Illinois at 8 p.m. in the Agriculture Seminar Room. The SIU Fish and Wildlife Association will meet at 8 p.m. in Room 205 in the Science Building.

The Little Egypt Student Grotto will meet at 9 p.m. in Room C of the University Center.

The First Annual Inter-Fraternity Scholarship Award Dinner will be scheduled for 6 p.m. in Lentz Hall, Thompson Point.

A New Student Orientation meeting of fall quarter leaders will be held at 9 p.m. in Purr Auditorium of University School.

The Department of Psychology will present a special research project by Michael Akhloff from 5 to 9 p.m. in Morris Library Auditorium.

The Extension Services European Tour Reception and Registration will be held from 7 to 11 p.m. in the Home Economics Family Living Laboratory.

The Department of Chemistry and Chemeka will hold an honor students get-together at 4 p.m. in Parkison 204.

American Institute of Physics, student section, will present the film, "Super Conductivity," at 8 p.m. in Tech A, Room 125.

The Springfield State Highway Patrol will recruit from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. in the Mississippi Room of the University Center.

LEAC coffee hour will be held at 9:30 a.m. in the Agriculture Seminar Room.

The SIU Peace Committee will meet at 9:30 p.m. in Room 206 of the Home Economics Building.

The Campus Folk Art Society will meet at 9 p.m. in Room D of the University Center.

Alpha Phi Alpha will sell tickets for its spring dance from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. in Room N of the University Center.

An American Medical Association meeting is scheduled for 7 p.m. in Room C of the University Center.

Future Farmers of America will meet at 2 p.m. in Room D of the University Center.
The number of general hospitals offering treatment on a regular basis has increased by 39 per cent since 1964. Even so, the need for greater coordination between hospitals and psychiatric treatment centers is imperative if our hospitals are to be staffed by the most competent doctors.

An announcement of a recent survey made by the National Institute of Mental Health reveals that nearly 500,000 psychiatric patients were treated and released from general hospitals during 1965. In 1967, 644 hospitals offered psychiatric treatment in both separate and general wards, and 705 general hospitals were reported to have outpatient treatment programs.

We have the federal government to thank for much of this increase in the treatment of mental illness in our nation’s hospitals. Due to the 1963 Community Health Centers Act and subsequent amendments, hospitals have been made eligible for grants-in-aid for construction and training funds. In addition, the statute gives special priority to general hospitals—as potential sponsors of community health centers—requiring only that services provide for both comprehensive inpatient and outpatient mental illness.

But even though the United States has led the world in psychiatric training and research for over 40 years, an integration of training programs could improve the quality of our nation’s practitioners. Most of the present training occurs in separate departments of psychiatry. Some teaching hospitals do, however, offer psychiatric residencies in programs. The problem is that these programs are mostly experimental, and differ greatly from hospital to hospital.

There simply is not enough coordination existing between the various psychiatric, psychosomatic and psychoanalytic institutes. A student of psychiatry who wants to study psychoanalytic techniques must register at one institution while he is being trained at another. The expanding mental health facilities among our nation’s hospitals demand the training of many more psychiatrically trained physicians available. A greater integration of training techniques will help supply such personnel.

Dan Vanatta

Letter

Would Die for Marines

To the Daily Egyptian:

I am a Marine veteran Candidate.

This summer I will conclude my training towards a commission in the United States Marine Corps. I then plan on making the Corps my career. I need to say at least 50 more words to furthers my ideas.

The articles of my beliefs are in Sipan, Iwo Jima, Korea, and Hill 831. Each Marine grave is a silent tribute to a man who may not have supported the policies of his government but had a dying wish to die for his faith in his country. I have pride enough in my ideas to leave myself above the opinions of the peace agitators. If I stopped to argue, I would insult the graves of countless Marines by exposing our honor and patriotism to a group which has neither.

I believe in the Corps enough to die for it. If these beliefs cannot under any stretch of interpretation except arrest and expulsion rather than expose my convictions to the discipline of the Corps. I have no rights, except those which I earn by my discharge of my country’s laws. I respect the Corps enough to educate myself to the best of my ability in college.

Therefore, I do not condone actions which may jeopardize this education. I do not impose the tenets of my code upon my fellow students. My convictions need no outside support, because my ideas are not for sale. I respect peace, but not a mijk-ajop peace held by adolescents and based on reason and vaccination to the enemies of my country.

I know that before such ideas become dominant, I would have died fighting for the rights of the world who hold such ideas. Others would be welcome, because I would have no wish to live in such a world.

Edward S. Pauley

Letter

Publish Cost Of Campaigns

To the Daily Egyptian:

Since two of the losing candidates in Wednesday’s election in our student government have already claimed the loss of the IMPACT party was a factor in the results of the election, I suggest that all candidates publish a statement of campaign expenditures, including the source of their funds; perhaps the Egyptian would be good enough to do this for some listing.

The amounts of expenditures are roughly equal for all candidates, then we can conclude that the quality of the candidates, and not their financing, determined the outcome of the election. If this equality is not true, then we can conclude that IMPACT got what it paid for.

Terrence Russell

Letter

Behind Administrations’ Decision

To the Daily Egyptian:

I am a 1967 graduate of SIU serving in Vietnam. I recently read in the Pacific Stars & Stripes’ of the protest at President Morris concerning the refusal of the University to invite Carmichael to the campus.

I was appalled at the hands that can participate directly with many actions of the University, such as car and housing policies and rules for the upper floors of the Student Center (which is used for everything from a storage area for the University Press to the advisement and section center), I didn’t tresspass or disrupt campus activity to show my displeasure though.

I am 100 per cent behind the University when it refused to have Carmichael on the campus, for several reasons.

1. I, as a lower like Car¬

The Daily Egyptian encourages free expression of views through editorials and letters written by students, administrators, faculty members, and members of the community. Students are invited to express their opinions in letters, which may be signed with name, address, and telephone number, preferably together. Selection of letters is based on the opinion expressed, length, and appearance. All letters will be published according to space availability. They may be edited for clarity and length.

Hartle B. Smith, Jr.

Letter

Public Forum

Who Appointed Parrish?

To the Daily Egyptian:

Richard T. Parrish’s letter in the May 16 issue of the Daily Egyptian is in order.

He calls the outgoing student body president a well-intentioned individual who makes a reasonable recommendation.” But Parrish’s letter begins with the following sentence: “Many of us are becoming ‘angry Americans’ when we see the direction in which our country is heading.”

Who appointed Parrish? Parrish also promises to speak for the residents of Illinois many of whom he says are opposed to the current government in the United States.

He intends to speak for the majority of Black youths in his home state who he asserts are opposed to Stokely Carmichael as he is.

But Parrish is not content with posing as the spokesman of the students of SIU nor of the taxpayers of Illinois nor even of the United States. He pretends to speak for civilization itself which he maintains is threatened by communism.

The will of God will no doubt be manifest in the next installment.

Leonard E. Brewer

Letter

Form Campaign Expense Rules

To the Daily Egyptian:

Because of a particularly intense and exciting election campaign for the student body president, one area of improvement is in election procedures and regulations. It is quite obvious there is an urgent need for restrictions on the financial output of the various candidates to executive positions during the campaign.

In a country already threat¬
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time to for mulate and establish campaign expense rules concerning campaign expenses before the next major student election.

Hartle B. Smith, Jr.

Letter

Publish Cost Of Campaigns

To the Daily Egyptian:

Since two of the losing candidates in Wednesday’s election in our student government as well as representatives from student government, needs to be formed. This board should have the power to set up guidelines for student campaign expenses as well as the power to establish an arbitrary limit on campaign spending by individual candidates or parties. Each candidate or slate of candidates for executive positions should be required to file a report of campaign expenses to this board. In this manner, they can be sure that the majority of students remain open to all potential candidates despite the rigors and expenses incurred.

The Student Senate needs to take the lead in the formation of a Campaign Rules and Expense Board. If this board is formed in a timely manner, the next students will have ample time to formulate and establish campaign expense rules concerning campaign expenses before the next major student election.

Hartle B. Smith, Jr.

Letter

Public Forum

Who Appointed Parrish?

To the Daily Egyptian:

Richard T. Parrish’s letter in the May 16 issue of the Daily Egyptian is in order.

He calls the outgoing student body president a well-intentioned individual who makes a reasonable recommendation.” But Parrish’s letter begins with the following sentence: “Many of us are becoming ‘angry Americans’ when we see the direction in which our country is heading.”

Who appointed Parrish? Parrish also promises to speak for the residents of Illinois many of whom he says are opposed to the current government in the United States.

He intends to speak for the majority of Black youths in his home state who he asserts are opposed to Stokely Carmichael as he is.

But Parrish is not content with posing as the spokesman of the students of SIU nor of the taxpayers of Illinois nor even of the United States. He pretends to speak for civilization itself which he maintains is threatened by communism.

The will of God will no doubt be manifest in the next installment.

Leonard E. Brewer
An Editor's Outlook

Paradise by Court Order

By Jenkin Lloyd Jones

General Features Corp.

When 80-year-old Hugo Lafayette Black unloaded on his fellow Supreme Court justices during a Columbia law school lecture this spring, he said nothing that hadn't been said with the Government's aid by myriads of lawyers and legislators before him.

But there was a man in the twilight of his years, living beyond the need of political favor or personal approval, who, as he put it, was faced with the "fear of our constitutional system." And he tagged his brother justices for the peril.

"Power corrupts, and unrestrained power will tempt Supreme Court justices just as history tells us it did in all other branches. Given absolute or near absolute power, judges may exercise it to bring about changes that are inimical to freedom and good government...."

I propose to believe that the basic purpose and plan of the Constitution is that the federal government should have no powers except those that are expressly or impliedly granted and that no department of government—executive, legislative or judicial—has authority to add to or take away the powers granted or denied by the Constitution....

"...and that no departmental system in which appointed judges can strike down a law passed by Congress or a state legislature with no more justification than that the judges believe the law is 'unreasonable.'"

In recent years, and particularly since the accession of Chief Justice Earl Warren and the appointment of judges more famous for social activism than awe of the law, the judges have turned themselves, not as a protector of rules, but as a creator of them.

The difference is fundamental. It was 165 years ago when, in the case of Marbury vs. Madison, the Court seized its right to strike down federal statutes that appeared to contravene the intent of the Constitution.

It was a reasonable seizure. After all, you wouldn't have much of a constitutional system if Congress could nullify any part of it with a simple vote. Someone had to make subjective judgments of what the Constitution meant, and who better than the highest court?

Until the Warren court came along, when judges apparently generally did not over diverse interpretations of the letter of the law. But the majority court was characterized by its determination to widen the First, Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments by interpretations that hadn't occurred to previous justices.

The court's defenders have argued that in a rapidly changing society the court is simply keeping up with the needs of the times and that the process of amending the Constitution is so slow that the interest of the people would not be served by waiting for it. But a process for amending the Constitution does exist, and it would be interesting to see how many state legislatures would approve any amendments that would force employers running sensitive defense plants to hire anyone, to hire persons of any race, to hire members of any organized labor group, or an amendment that would force police to release a confessed rapist in 20 cases an as a like-minded interest in arrest and arraignment.

Yet the Supreme Court has accomplished these wonders by simply interpreting the Constitution in novel and hitherto-unthought-of ways.

Dean Rusk's put poor Harvard put it well a few years ago when he remarked that the court's effort to achieve absolute justice was "the personal beliefs of its majority, the law vanishes and a system of decrees and edicts takes over."

All sincere about how to operate on the same theory. "The law is supposed to be for the people, and if the law is bad for the people, Ergo, this is the law."

There seems to be no logical substitute for the Supreme Court as the last word in the interpretation of the Constitution. But the flippant theory that "the law is what the Supreme Court says it is" must have some limitations if a system of law is to survive.

If the Supreme Court persists in its apparent drive to nullify Congress as it chooses, and to obstruct any performance of the Executive Branch, then we no longer have a system of political, business, and labor leaders may be driven to ratifying a series of constitutional amendments so clear in their meaning and so obvious that Congress could have to deny the meaning of the English language to override them, and that system's checks and balances is worth preserving.

What Kind of World?

Unrest of West German Youth

By Robert W. Hutchins

Los Angeles Times

I arrived in West Germany on the day Rudl Dutschke, leader of the student antiwar movement, was arrested and left three weeks later, the day after the rightist National Democratic Party got 9.4 percent of the votes in the West German elections.

There was some connection between the two events. The National Democratic Party and its Dutschke-oriented faction produced student riots and violent clashes with the police all over the country. The National Democratic Party is professed by the demand for the repression that is the usual reaction to any disorderly manifestation of discontent.

It is hard for a foreigner to take the result of the election in Baden-Wurttemberg as seriously as the Germans did. Every important politician and every responsible newspaper dreamed of a peaceful solution and approval of the exasperations of alarm. There were many calls for changes in the electoral law that would prevent the National Democrats from getting any seats in the national legislature. There was even talk of putting to rest one of the arguments of the Nazis, whatever their views on other subjects.

I do not want another Hitler.

The National Democrats have gained seats in seven out of the 11 state legislatures. Their repudiation of the Nazis has distinguished themselves by their incompetence and ineffectiveness. The party had to program beyond the restoration of German greatness. Since there is an economic boom going on and all signs point to its continuity, the kind of dissatisfaction Hitler exploited does exist.

The National Democrats that does exist is intense and widespread, but it is of quite a different nature than not help the National Democrats. It is the dissatisfaction of the young with the smugness, inertia and indifference of the adult society. They are particularly outraged by the largete, by the business power, by the West German economic and political system. They see Bonn, that sleepy city on the Rhine, as a place where self-satisfied, self-seeking politicians spend their time in idle conversation about things that are no longer interesting, like anti-Semitism, German reunification and the promotion of industry.

By Kraftingle's so-called "Grand Coalition" of Kurt Kleistinger's Christian Democrats and Willy Brandt's Social Democratic Party, which put an end to any effective parliamentarianism, nourishes the conviction among the young that there is nothing to hope for from conventional political action. Hence they themselves, the "extra-parliamentary action," which are determined to force the politicians to move on matters like educational reform or to bring about fundamental changes in the political system.

On the day I returned to New York, Columbia University was shut down. The attack on the Sorbonne in Paris was closed.

Students are restless, to put it mildly, all over West Germany. Many of the reasons. West German students suffer from the same ills as American students. To begin with, they are 20 years old and 20 years old and 20 years old and 20 years old. They are excited, they want things to be different. If they want things to be different, they want things to be different. They want things to be different.

They are excited, they want things to be different. If they want things to be different, they want things to be different. They want things to be different.

By Arthur Hoppe

Chronicle Features

Kennedy's smashing victory in the historic New Hampshire primary set a serious question in his opponents' minds:

"What does what the Kennedy Nation wants to know—after being driven to a fever pitch by historic primary historic primary, historic week after historic week—is:

"What does it all mean?"

To answer that question we here today the word primary analysis, Progley Gronnem. Q- Mr. Gronnem, how did you analyze the three primaries and the importance of the four primaries?

A- With glistening eyes, wetted tips and a trembling voice, Mr. Gronnem said there's nothing more exciting than analyzing primaries.

Q- Yes, but what did it prove?

A- It proved conclusively that Kennedy can beat McCarthy in Nebraska in the mid-

Q- Should McCarthy now withdraw?

A- Oh, no, remember New Hampshire.

Q- McCarthy can't beat Mr. Johnson, can he?

A- No, he lost to Mr. Johnson and Mr. Johnson withdrew.

Q- But Mr. Johnson isn't in politics. He's not in politics. He's not in politics.

A- Mr. Johnson was in politics.

Q- Then who's ahead?

A- Hubert Humphrey. After seven historic primaries no other candidate but one can equal his record.

Q- Who's that?

A- Harold Stassen. But there's talk

Our Man Hopper

Primary is Secondary

Stassen may make a deal with Nixon.

Q- To withdraw?

A- No, to keep on running. But keep in mind that Regan was "pampered" by the American people in Nebraska.

Q- He won?

A- No, he lost. But many thoughtful Americans parted with his reaction to the news.

Q- How did you mean they supposed he lost?

A- No.


A- Yes, but Rockefeller wasn't on the ballot and he beat Nixon at least not the way he beat Nixon in Massachusetts, not the way he beat Nixon on the ballot either. But Nebraska showed Rockefeller to be tremendously effective.

Q- Did it do? -

A- Certainly. He announced he was discouraging a write-in campaign. The results were he treacherous, he was still not discouraging voters from voting for him.

Q- What lies ahead in Oregon and California?

A- Two primaries, I'm delighted to say.

Q- Well, Mr. Gronnem, for three months you've been making primary forecasts. How many of your forecasts have come true?"
SAVE 7% on your Food Bill

Sav-mart Discount Foods

State Hwy 13 and Reed Station Rd. Carbondale, Ill.

Whole Fryers 27¢

Reelfoot Wiener 1-lb. 57¢ pkg.
Reelfoot Sliced Pickle 1b. 69¢
Reelfoot Sliced Pimento 1b. 99¢
Reelfoot Sliced Bologna 1b. 69¢

Split Broilers 1b. 33¢
Reelfoot Sliced Cooked Salami 1b. 69¢
Reelfoot Sliced Spiced Luncheon 1b. 69¢

Crest 39¢

Green Giant Vegetables 5 No. 303 99¢
Peas, Kitchen Sliced Green Beans, Cream Style Corn, 12 oz. Mexican.

Morton Frozen Dinners 3 11-oz. $1.00 pkgs.
Beef, Chicken, Turkey, Salisbury or Meat Loaf.

Mayrose Whole Hams 88¢

Lb. 88¢
Half Ham 1b. 95¢
Sliced 1b. 99¢

Family Size Toothpaste Crest 39¢

Cheer 95¢
Bold or Detergent

Lois Roe's Sweet Pickles 3 Qts. $1.00
Snowee Bathroom Tissue 10-ct. pkg. 59¢

Showboat Pork & Beans 4 40-oz. cans 88¢

California Valencia Oranges 89¢
2 Dozen

Pork & Beans 9¢
No. 300 cans

California Strawberries 67¢
Quart

Florida Cabbage 9¢
1b.
Shirley Rohr, a junior in journalism from Flora, Ill., and editor of the 1968 Obelisk, has been named editor of the regular edition of the 1969 Obelisk. In 1967 she was associate editor for groups and organizations. Named as editor of the sesquicentennial section was Mimi Sandifer, a junior majoring in journalism from Greenville.

Gary Blackburn, a junior in journalism from Decatur, was named sports and activities editor. He was sports editor and business manager of the 1967-68 yearbook.

Marlies Reichert, a sophomore in English from Freeburg, has been named academic editor. She was associate editor for the activities this year.

Cathy Ashley, from Tonsica, will be associate editor for groups and organizations. A sophomore in English, she was the associate editor for academics this year.

Dana K. Reed, a junior in Liberal Arts, from New York City, will become business manager.

Dale Taylor, a junior majoring in photography from St. Louis, was re-named chief photographer.

Rodger Streitmatter, a sophomore in journalism from Princeville, was named associate editor for layout.

Interested In Low Summer Rates?

EGYPTIAN SANDS

Efficiency Apartments For Men & Women

401-500 East College

Approved Housing For All Single Undergraduates

- Air Conditioned
- Full Kitchen
- Private Bath

Guaranteed Singles For Men and Women Available

- Close to Campus
- Close to Town
- Laundry Facilities

RATES START AS LOW AS

$131.25 for Summer $175 for Fall

BENING REAL ESTATE

201 E. MAIN

457-2134  549-4345 (evenings)
WASHINGTON (AP) — President John F. Kennedy asked Congress Tuesday for authority to spend as much as $1.6 billion on military operations, mainly in Vietnam.

The kinging an urgent re-
qust, Johnson said speedily appeal was made to us that we can meet our present mil-
tary commitments effective-
ly and in time.

If Congress approves the long-anticipated money plea, actual defense outlays in the

Seek Censure Vote

Leftists Attacking

DeGaulle Regime

PARIS (AP) — Left-wing deputes launched a deter-
minded attack Tuesday on President Charles de Gaulle's 10-year-long regime, seeking to capitalize politically on scholastic fissions and ever-
spreading strikes that are costing the country billions of dollars a day in lost produ-
ction.

The French people have had enough of this regime of per-
sonalism, Premier Georges Pom-
pidou and the Cabinet, the executors of De Gaulle's pol-
icies.

As if in preparation for the de-
bate the Cabinet decided there would be no punishment for 24 students charged with violence in the street riots

42 F111 Jets

Are Grounded

WASHINGTON (AP) — The Air Force has grounded 42 of its F111 fighter bombers for repair of a defective hy-
draulic valve, officials said today.

The planes had been re-
stricted from operating since May 8 when one of the swing-
wing jets crashed near Nellis Air Force Base, Nev.

The Air Force said pre-
liminary analysis showed the defective valve, in a system concerned with the horizontal stabilizer, was "the most proba-
able cause" of the Nevada accident.

Twelve early models of the F111 including one reconnais-
sance version and a strategic bomber version did not con-
tain the defective part and have not been grounded.

Israel Asked

To Give Up

Old Jerusalem

UNITED NATIONS, N.Y. (AP) — The United Nations Security Council urgently called on Israel Tuesday to rescind its annexation of Old Jerusalem, the United States and Canada abstained on the vote.

The Arab sector of the holy city and environs were seized from Jordan in the Arab-
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Prospect of Progress Noted at Talks

PARIS (AP) — U.S. Ambassador W. Averell Harriman expressed hope Tuesday night that something will come from a British-Soviet meeting in Moscow on Vietnam. Other Americans, who profess to see a faint prospect of progress in preliminary talks here and perhaps their enlargement, Harriman expressed his views after paying what he said was a courtesy call on President Charles de Gaulle. Later, North Vietnam's chief negotiator, Xuan Thuy, met with De Gaulle. Both expressed cordial interviews with the president and Thuy said De Gaulle expressed the hope Paris peace talks would succeed.

As the Americans and North Vietnamese prepared for their fourth session at the French International Conference Center Wednesday a subtle change in the Anglo delegation's phrasing held American interest.

Instead of saying the two sides could discuss "other matters of common interest" if the U.S. bombing of North Vietnam ended, the Hanoi delegation spokesman spelled out a possible "second stage" for talks involving political settlement.

A U.S. spokesman quickly pointed out that should a political stage be reached, South Vietnam "would certainly be involved." The United States, he said, was not in a position alone "to reach a political settlement with Hanoi," and evidently meant any proposal of settlement would be rejected if it meant leaving the Saigon government out in the cold.

Should the "second stage" come to pass, it could mean a break in the log jam and enlargement of the conference. But the basic positions of the two sides at least publicly remained unchanged, diplomatic activity radiating from these talks suggested an international eagerness to avert a breakdown.

There were hints that if the issue of U.S. bombing should be overcome, the conference might be widened to include such other interested nations as the Soviet Union, Britain, France, South Vietnam and perhaps some Asian nations, including Japan, Red China, dead set against peace in Vietnam, is not considered in a position to prevent such a development.

Council Approves Plans
For Wastewater Plant

The Carbondale City Council approved Tuesday night the final preliminary recommendations for a new wastewater purification plant to be constructed on the City Farms Site in the eastern section of the city.

The council's approval gives the Clark-Ditze and Associates Consulting Engineers firm authorization to begin planning its work on the $3,610,000 project. A representative of the firm said that construction could begin by Sept. 1, 1968. The council also approved a resolution pledging that the

No Black Students
Have Quit School

(Continued from Page 1) For the protection of all members of the University community.

A Daily Egyptian reporter Tuesday attempted to talk with Daniel Thomas, who says he is a spokesman for a group of black students, about both the petition and the threatened withdrawal of black students. Thomas, however, refused to speak to him.

Monday night Thomas asked the student Senate to request that the administration drop complaints against students arrested for mob action in connection with the May 8 incident at President Morris' office. The Senate delayed action until tonight's regular meeting.

Thomas is acting as spokesman for black students who have threatened to withdraw from SIU unless the University meets their demand that all charges against the seven arrested students be dropped.

The sum of all notes to the federal government for the Lin-Cott Neighborhood Urban Renewal housing project will not exceed the amount of $1,357,217 grant. A note to the federal government for $229,323, to be used for intermediate planning and development on the project, was approved by the council.

Karr Ordered to Show Minutes

(Continued from Page 1) Finney says he believes that several student organizations have not received travel funds allocated by the Senate to them because the minutes have not been approved.

The minutes are typed by secretaries and then edited by Karr. Miss Stearns takes notes at the Senate meetings and then transcribes them. Finney said that he believes Karr is going to "sit out" the minutes until the end of the term.

Miss Stearns said Karr has had typed transcripts of her notes of several Senate meetings, including the Feb. 14 meeting, in his desk for two months. She said they were missing as of Monday.

Paluch said he has photocopies of the original transcript of the Feb. 14 meeting. The transcript has many portions critical of Karr deleted, Paluch said.

Recommendations for appropriations of student activity fees for the next fiscal year will be presented to the Senate tonight. The Senate finance committee met Tuesday night to vote its recommendations.

One proposal the committee is considering is the forming of a "Free University" of student-established courses, financed by activity fees.

The Senate will also consider the proposal made Monday by Daniel Thomas, who claims to be the leader of a group of black students.

Sports Fans!
I Bet You Didn't Know

By Sidney N. Starr

A sportswriter in another city recently made an observation that's interesting to think about... He said that when the very first baseball rules were written, a civil engineer named Alexander Cartwright arbitrarily set the distance between the bases at 90 feet. Think about... How many different baseball might there have been if the Cartwright ed. in 1839 had set the bases at 95 feet, 80 feet, or 85 feet? Suppose there were only 85 feet between the bases? Then how many more men would be safe at first on infield hits and how much more scoring wouldn't be in baseball. If it were 95 feet, think how many fewer hits and how much lower scoring the game would be.

Can you guess which city in America has the most golf courses? It's not New York or Los Angeles... Answer is Chicago... And the city that has the second-most is Pittsburgh.

Of all the men who have grilled golf, which one had the most perfect golf swing? A survey was taken on that question recently, and the man pegging the most votes was Sam Snead.

I bet you didn't know that college graduates have a longer life expectancy — lower death rate and are living five years longer on the average than non-college men. The lower death rate of college men makes possible the broader benefits and greater cash values in College Life policies. This certainly makes good sense, doesn't it?

COLLEGE LIFE INS. CO.
512 West Main
Phone 549-2189

Get the bus at

EPPS MOTORS
Highway 13 - East
Ph. 457-2184
Overseas Delivery Available

Men
Are you looking for a place to live?

Look no further University City is the place to live this summer & next year. One of its main features is that it is a COED complex. That means

Women
Come check us out.
For $99/month or $297/qtr.
You can't go wrong.

U-City
(Where the Boys and Girls are.)
602 E. College
549-3396
Free School students enrolled in the social reality class are collecting food to be used at Resurrection City in Washington D.C., this summer. The students have been standing in front of super-markets the last two Saturdays asking shoppers to buy something extra and donate it when they come out of the store.

Bill Kist, coordinator of the social reality class, said so far the students have collected over $350 in food. Next Saturday will be the last time the students will collect the food before sending it off to Washington, Kist said.

According to Kist, the most desired food items are baby foods, powdered milk, and dry cereals. Almost any non-perishable, canned or dry foods are welcomed. Kist said the effort is only a part of the larger Carbondale Food Drive, directed by another SIU student, Steve Lewis. The Food Drive and the students’ food collections are part of the Poor People’s Campaign originally set up by the late Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.

Two citizens of Carbondale are presently representing Carbondale at Resurrection City. Mack Martin and Norvell Haynes have been in Washington for several weeks. Both are new marshall's for the Poor People's Campaign, Lewis said.

Be Exclusive!
Get your class ring from McNeill's with a Star Sapphire Stone.

We’re the ONLY ones in Carbondale who have these stones. Rings available in white or yellow gold. Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.

McNeill’s Jewelry
214 S. Illinois

The "Rain - Sandal"

It's HAPPENING at the RUMPUS ROOM with The HENCHMEN
Wed. Afternoon 5 Night
Open Mon. till 8:30

The "Marcus" $7.99
The Bootery
(Across from I.C. Depot)
124 S. Illinois

Student Rentals
Now Taking Summer & Fall Contracts for
- Apartments
- Dormitories
- Trailers
- All Air Conditioned
- R/C

McNeill's Jewelry
214 S. Illinois
Tickets in All Price Ranges Still Available for Cosby Show

"Tickets in all price ranges are still available for the Bill Cosby Show scheduled for 8 p.m. Saturday in the SU Arena. Appearing with Cosby will be folk singer Leon Bibb, Cosar of television's "I Spy," Cosby is one of the most successful comedians in recorded comedy. Six consecutive albums by the comedian have placed on the top 20 charts. Albums include "Why Is There Air?" "Wonderfulness," and the two latest, "Ravage" and "To Russell, My Brother, Whom I Slept With."

Tickets for the show are on sale at the Information Desk in the University Center and at the ticket office of the Arena.

Prices are $4.50, $3.50 and $2.50 for students and $5, $4, $3.50 and $2.50 for the general public.

Vavra to Give Talk

Joseph P. Vavra, professor of plant industries, will be guest speaker Thursday evening for a joint dinner meeting of Wabash Valley College agrit-business students and on-the-job training supervisors at Mt. Carmel.

Weather Officer Training Available

A limited number of applications will be taken during May and June for duty as a weather officer in the USAF Officer Training School program.

To apply, a student must pass the Air Force Officer Office at 512 W. Main St, Carbondale.

The Mature Student Wants to Exist as an Adult

WALL ST. QUADS offers a mature environment for mature students

Summer & Fall Applications Now Being Accepted

$155 for Summer Qtr.

stop in or call 7-4123

Bus Schedule Revised for Finals

George Patterson, supervisor of Campus Bus Service, has announced the campus bus schedule for finals week.

The temporary revision will enable students to get to the exams that are 10 minutes before the hour. Due to the exam schedule, the persons having 10:10 a.m. and 3:10 p.m. exams will arrive at the University Center 25 minutes before exams start.

All three regular routes will operate until 12:45 p.m. Monday through Thursday.

The evening bus schedule will then start at 12:45 p.m.

All 3 Routes Change

and will continue until 8:45 p.m. with each stop and arrival 15 minutes earlier than usual.

The Friday service will be the same as Monday through Thursday, except the evening service will terminate at 5:45 p.m. at the University Center.

The Saturday route will operate as it has throughout the quarter, except that the runs will start 15 minutes earlier. The last run will terminate at the University Center at 12:45 p.m.
Godfrey Highlights Memorial Day Program

Arthur Godfrey, radio and TV celebrity, will highlight a Memorial Day observance as SIU and Carbondale will join this year in presenting a Memorial Day Program. According to Rex Karnes, coordinator for SIU, Godfrey will speak at a 12:30 p.m. luncheon at the University Center. Tickets for the luncheon are three dollars.

Recognition Day

Convo to Honor Activities

The Activities Recognition Day convocation will be changed this year to appoint students more with the workings of the Student Activities Office.

Chamber of Commerce to Help Youth Raise Conference Funds

The Chamber of Commerce has agreed to help a Carbondale Community High School youth group to raise funds to support a meeting of the Carbondale Youth Conference. The Chamber is asking for contributions to raise the $500 needed for the conference. The purpose of the conference is to allow Carbondale teenagers to discuss their own problems and work toward improving facilities, improvement of existing facilities, and greater utilization of recreational facilities. This work will be done through a Teen Board. The conference will be an all-day event, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. It will include a lunch and later an evening dance. The conference will be held at the Agriculture Building on June 20.

Weekend Flights Added

To Ong's Air Schedule

Ong Airlines, at Southern Illinois Airport, has increased its scheduling service by adding weekend flights.

Rhodes Scholarship

Applicants Sought

Eligible SIU students interested in applying for a Rhodes Scholarship should contact G.C. Wiegand, professor of economics, in the General Classrooms and Office Buildings.

The scholarship would enable a student to study for one year at Oxford University in England.

"While there are many scholarships, the Rhodes Scholarship is still the most prestigious," Wiegand said.

bendale Youth Conference. The Chamber is asking for contributions to raise the $500 needed for the conference. The purpose of the conference is to allow Carbondale teenagers to discuss their own problems and work toward improving facilities, improvement of existing facilities, and greater utilization of recreational facilities. This work will be done through a Teen Board. The conference will be an all-day event, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. It will include a lunch and later an evening dance. The conference will be held at the Agriculture Building on June 20.

Richard W. Poston, resident professor, and graduate students of Community Development of SIU are guiding this conference. Contributions by check should be made payable to Carbondale Chamber of Commerce, for Carbondale Youth Conference.

Leadership Academy begins in June

The Sesquicentennial, which runs from Dec. 4, 1967 to Dec. 3, 1968, has had other noted events in southern Illinois earlier this year.

On Febrary 13 Shawnee-town was the scene of a stamp festival. The small town had ceremonies celebrating the issuance of a special six-cent stamp honoring Illinois' 150 years of statehood.

The community was chosen because it is the site of the oldest continuous post office in Illinois, going back to 1811.

The Chamber of Commerce will appoint students more with the workings of the Student Activities Office.

This Week's Dandy Deal

Steakburger & French Fries 58c

May 22-28

REASTAURANTS

E. Main, Carbondale

GRADUATE'S DIVIDEND

Explanation: This check, when presented to CABOOSE, is worth $10.00 on a Graduation Suit. One certificate per suit purchase.

Ten Dollars and No/Hundreds $10.00

This check accepted at $10.00 off on purchase of a Traditional CABOOSE suit until June 15th, 1968.

FOR THE BEST

MEN'S WEAR

* Arrow - Shirts
* Jantzen - Swimwear
* Haggard - Socks
* Cricketeer - Clothes
* Florsheim - Shoes
* Hart, Schaffner & Marx suits

YES, I CHOSE TO THE ORDER OF

PAY

-- non-negotiable

w a k e r ' s

---

CABOOSE INC.

R. B. Crossing

Carbondale, Illinois
History Department to Offer Three-Quarter Africa Course

The Department of History has announced a course in African History to be taught next Fall.

Registration is now open for History 349, "A History of Africa," which is offered in a three-quarters sequence. Students may now register for 349a which will cover pre-colonial Africa. Topics for consideration are Sub-Saharan Africa from earliest times; the slave trade; early empires in East, Central and West Africa; and pre-colonial relationships with Europe and Asia.

The second part of the course, 349b, is scheduled for winter quarter, 1969, and will deal with Africa in the colonial period. The third part, 349c, will be offered in the Spring and will be devoted to Independent Africa.

Although this is a full year course, students are not required to take all three parts. For further information students may consult academic advisers.

Mt. Carmel Junior Elected Theta Xi Fraternity President

Bill Greer, a junior from Mt. Carmel, was recently elected president of Theta Xi social fraternity. Greer had

Concert to Feature Orchestra, Violinist

The University Orchestra will present a performance on Tuesday, May 28, at 8 p.m. in Ballroom B of the University Center.

Myron Kartman will conduct with Herbert Levinson as featured violinist.

Featured in the performance will be pieces by Vivaldi, Hindemith, Mozart and Bruch.

The program will be a joint presentation of the Department of Music and the School of Fine Arts.

Black Leader Ralph Abernathy Speaks on Radio Forum Today

The Rev. Ralph Abernathy of the Southern Leadership Conference will speak on the campus of Washington Forum at 7:30 p.m. today on WSUI Radio.

Other programs:
3:10 p.m. Concert Hall.
5:30 p.m. Tale of Sabotage to be Chronicled

On TV Tonight

"Sabotage," made by members of the Danish underground during Nazi occupation of Denmark, will be presented on The 20th Century at 9:30 p.m. today on WSUI-TV.

Other programs:
4:30 p.m. Passport & Wanderlust (C): "Lure of the Matterhorn", a spectacular ascent of the Swiss Alps.
8 p.m. What's New explains the cause of a sneeze on "Tell Me Why" as Keith and Betty find a snuff-box in the attic.
5:30 p.m. Mailmen's Neighborhood: Mailmen bobs for apples that the chef bought.
8 p.m. Passport & Wanderlust (C): "Lure of the Matterhorn", a spectacular ascent of the Swiss Alps.

Chemistry Students To Be Honored

A chemistry honors student get-together will be held at 4 p.m. Wednesday in Room 204 Parkinson.

Students to be honored are John R. Nigg, Kent H. Castleton, Michael K. Luenkeng, Pui Sun Poon, Michael Broccardo, Bing Lun Lam, David R. Lewis, Susan M. Matthews, Max P. McDaniel, Joseph Woo, Larry K. Wray, Norma L. Puckett, Gary E. Semoney, and Tai Po Tanchang.

The program is co-sponsored by the Department of Chemistry and Chemeks.
3 Major Revisions to Affect 1968 College World Series

Three major changes in the format of the National College Baseball Championship, the College World Series, have been approved by the NCAA Executive Committee. The 1968 Series will be held in Omaha’s Rosenblatt Stadium, June 10-15.

In past years, the first-round pairings have been approved by lot, but under the new format advanced by the NCAA Baseball Rules and Tournament Committee, with the 1968 season the first-round games have been established as in a double-round robin affair. Each district will play each other district twice over a 14-year period and will be designated home team seven times in that span.

As a result, the following pairings will open the 1968 tournament: District One vs. District Two, District Three vs. District Four, District Five vs. District Six and District Seven vs. District Eight.

The second major change could result in an additional day of play. In previous years, four games were played each of the first two days which resulted in two teams being eliminated on the second day. Now, winners’ bracket evening doubleheaders will highlight the first two days with the losers playing a single game each afternoon. In effect, the first two rounds will take three days to complete instead of two as in the past.

Netmen Suffer Third Loss of Year Against Mississippi State Maroons

ST. LOUIS (AP)—The St. Louis Cardinals were out Monday taking extra batting practice at Busch Stadium as Manager Red Schoendienst looked for the spark that could lift his defending world champions out of a four-game losing streak.

The Cardinals opened a 10-game homestand Monday night against Los Angeles after losing four of six games in Pittsburgh and Philadelphia.

"It's amazing we’re still in first place," Schoendienst said before Monday night's game.

"When you realize that we scored only seven runs on the road trip, that speaks pretty well of the pitching," Lou Brock, who brought a .216 batting average home from the trip, was taken out of the starting line-up Sunday by Schoendienst. But the skipper indicated he planned to have Brock back in the line-up Monday night.

"Brock's been taking extra batting practice," Schoendienst continued. "He's trying...but he's just not in the groove. He took too much hitting on the trip that he had blisters on his hands," Brock, along with first baseman Orlando Cepeda and catcher Tim McCarver were among the Cardinals’ getting their extra cuts at Monday's session.

Cepeda is hitting .233 and McCarver, .222.

Curt Flood, at .350, is the only regular hitting above .300. Pitching has kept the Cardinals on top.

Among the starting pitchers, Bob Gibson, despite 3-3 record, has a .36 earned run average and has given up but 53 hits in 72 2/3 innings. The other three starting pitchers and their won-lost and ERA marks include: Steve Carlton 4-1, 2.57, Nelson Briles 5-3, 2.43 and Ray Washburn 3-2, 2.25.

HI $ RAY
Abused Car King
Best Buys In U.S.A.

No Foolin'

60' Ford V-8 Stick Good
$99.00

53 CHEVY Sed. Nice
$79.00

62 RAMBLER Over Drive
$199.00

MANY MANY MORE

We Use Truth Serum

HILTON MOTORS
327 NORTH ILL AVE
Carbondale

Shop With
DAILY EGYPTIAN
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JOIN THE MCCARTHY CRUSADE

Moss Convass of Southern Illinois Saturday, May 25, 9:00 a.m.

Meet at the McCarthy for President Headquarters
209 East Main
Call 9-6412 or 9-1811

Advertisement paid for by McCarthy for President Committee, J. Handler, Campaign Coordinator.
FOR SALE

All your albums, guns, art, old paperbacks. Get some extra money to put toward the fall semester! Place a classified ad, and get enough to make it to the fall semester in Egypt.

FOR RENT

Unfurnished, air conditioned, decorated, 3 block off campus, free bus to campus. For Fall only. Call 247-2284.

PERSONAL

Wanted: experienced secretary: Experienced secretary, bilingual, Latin American or Native American; free bus to campus. Call 247-2284.

HELP WANTED

Accountancy/Accounting. Both in- 
dustrial & public accounting classes 
open now, $500 a semester, 12 week c 
courses. Call 247-2284.

FOR RENT

Large single rooms, air conditioned, 
beautifully decorated, 3 block off campus, free bus to campus. For Fall only. Call 247-2284.

Help wanted in cash register, 2 blocks off campus, free bus to campus. For Fall only. Call 247-2284.

Large single rooms, access to 
beautiful pool, fitness center, free bus to campus. For Fall only. Call 247-2284.

WANTED

Female roommate needed for Fall quar 
ter. Must be married, no room for 
friends or boyfriends. Let our read 
ers know where you can live afford 
ably. Call 247-2284.

House for rent, 3 bedrooms, 3 baths, great location, free bus to campus. For Fall. Call 247-2284.

Announcing: New AMF bowling, cheaper, better lanes. Sell for half. Call 740-6470 for info. 740-620A.

Announcing: New AMF bowling, cheaper, better lanes. Sell for half. Call 740-6470 for info. 740-620A.
Scholarship Program Disappoints Vogel

By Barb Leebens

Women's Gymnastic Coach Herb Vogel feels in the expansion program, when SIU coaches discuss their impressions of the Board of Trustees' recent decision to increase the availability of NCAA scholarships.

He's not at all satisfied. Vogel says that apparently no NCAA scholarships will be allotted to his team even though it has won five national titles in the past five years. Vogel feels his athletes are entitled to some form of financial aid.

Only three of the 10 women on his team presently receive any kind of aid. These three get physical education athletic scholarships which allow for $100 a quarter and are awarded on academic excellence.

Gymnastics must maintain a 3.0 grade point or the scholarship is withdrawn. Other gymnasts can be given only the promise of the opportunity of a campus job,

"Most people feel that women's gymnastics is below male athletics," Vogel said. "However, without some type of aid, the girls are forced to work, and how many people can afford to put in three hours a day at work, four hours of class, and then still be physically fit for three hours of practice?"

Vogel argues that a scholarship or some form of aid is not needed for recruiting of new gymnasts. He views the aid as a means to lessen the pressure so the gymnast can concentrate on her education, gymnastic composition and still have time to lead a normal social life.

Until recently NCAA scholarships had not been awarded to any women athletes. Two years ago the first NCAA scholarship was offered by Springfield College, Springfield, Mass., to Linda Moehlman, now of Centenary College.

Southern's prestige in gymnastics is a big enough drawing point for recruiting, according to Moore. Because of the lack of prestige in gymnastics competition.

"I'm happy with the present athletic program here at Southern. No one could ask for a better program or finer facilities," Vogel said. "To this I have no objections. I'm just interested in making the girls a little easier for the fans." Vogel said.

Living expenses, travel, long distances and time to study are among the main reasons Vogel feels his girls should be able to obtain more financial aid. Only one of the 10 girls on the team is from Illinois. The rest of them are from California, Florida, Canada, Mississippi and even come as far as Sweden. Because of the lack of money some of them can't go home during the year," Vogel said. Because of the lack of financial support, the girls worry about working three hours a day, finding enough time to study, finding time to work out and still try to squeeze in some social life.

"The girls understand what they are getting into when they come. They are proud of what they do and the school they represent," Vogel said. And to many of them it involves a lot of budgeting and a tight schedule.

Centralia College, a chief rival of SIU, is given 50 percent of its travel money and must earn the other half. Southern, on the other hand, is given substantial travel money, but no financial aid.

"They don't feel that anyone owes them anything," Vogel said. "All they want is to be identified with the program here at SIU; it would make it all the easier for them with some financial support." Vogel said.

Back Expansion Plan

By Dave Palermo

Coaches and athletic directors from some of the top high schools in the state all feel that the athletic expansion program planned for SIU will greatly enhance recruiting in the future.

Centralia basketball coach Bob Jones feels the new program is "really great!" and adds that "It is high time they (SIU) went big time."

"In the past few years one of the main reasons Southern has not fared well in recruiting was their inability to offer the full ride NCAA scholarships," he said. "The work program type of scholarships is not that tough, but it's discouraging."

Basketball coach Walt Moore of Carbondale Central High School was also glad to hear of the expansion program.

"Obviously it will help as far as the total amount of boys they will get," said Moore. "They will be able to compete on the same scale of other colleges and will get a lot more boys they would have lost in the past."

Former Belleville coach Gerald Turner, who coached ex-SIU cager Jay Westcott and Roger Friedel, said that although SIU coaches always followed efficient recruiting procedures, they've lost a great many good high school players because of a lack of full ride scholarships.

"It is essential to have adequate NCAA scholarships now," Turner concluded.

"You can't compete with other schools unless you have the necessary full ride scholarships," said Leo Papworth, athletic director at Evanson High School. "Your facilities may have been better than the U of I's, but Illinois got the top athletes because they offered the full ride."

East Moline athletic director Gene McCarter feels that the increase in NCAA scholarships and improved facilities will help coaches in getting a few "late kids" still undecided about furthering their education.

Moore agreed with SIU Athletic Director Donald Boyard, who said he'd like to see the work program type of scholarships continue to some degree.

Just Arrived!

New Patterns in Sportcoats $22.95 to 44.95

Matching Slacks - $8.00 & $9.00

New Arrival, New Patterns in Perma Press Sports Shirts - $4.95

SPECIAL on EAGLE Shirts reg. $7.95

NOW 5.95

open 9am to 9pm

Murdale Shopping Center